Thank you for supporting Creative Directions sessions - our weekly art workshops for adults
experiencing mental health difficulties.
We’re always looking for ways to improve the participant experience in sessions. In the last year
people have told us that:




Wednesday morning sessions sometimes feel overcrowded.
Wednesday afternoon sessions in Light are hard to access for people who need to
use the lift.
Arts sessions in Space are sometimes over full and people feel there is not
enough room.

Taking all that into account, we feel that moving Creative Directions to a Thursday would be really
helpful for everyone. Here’s what you need to know:
Why?

On Thursdays we can have the Studio all day. We want to welcome everyone who
needs to access Creative Directions. We want sessions to be as accessible as
possible for everyone, the studio has more space, an accessible lift and accessible
toilet on the same floor. We want to make our sessions as creative as possible,
Studio is bigger and gives more choice to work in different ways with different
equipment.

When?

From Thursday March 26th 2020 sessions will move to Studio, until then
Creative Directions will continue on Wednesdays.

The relaunch

You are welcome to join us for a celebration event to welcome this new era for
Creative Directions at the Point on Thursday February 13th 2020 from 1:30pm –
3pm. We will share some of the wonderful work we are doing and explore Studio
as a space to work. Please RSVP to amy@thepoint.org.uk if you’d like to come
along!

Questions

This change might affect you in different ways, we want to give you lots of time to
make arrangements to fit the new session times into your week. In the meantime,
if you have any questions or concerns please speak to Jamie
(jamie@thepoint.org.uk) or Elanor (elanor@thepoint.org.uk or 01302 558042).
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